
    

   Pine-Richland Middle 

School extends a warm 

welcome to the students 

in our 2012-2013 school 

year.  Quarter one 

promises to be off to a 

busy start with 

introductions to new 

material as well as a host 

of refreshing ideas.   

   Our teams of teachers 

are here to ensure a 

smooth transition and a 

welcoming environment.  

We encourage all 

students to address 

questions and concerns 

with us as soon as 

possible so we can 

maintain an open and  

encouraging dialogue 

with both students and 

parents.  If you have a 

question, e-mail is the 

fastest way to contact 

most teachers due to 

course schedules and 

meetings.  Remember, e-

mail addresses are: 

teachers’ first initial, last 

name @ pinerichland.org  

(example to reach Mrs. 

Rush, type: 

krush@pinerichland.org). 

    Blackboard is up and 

running.  All teachers use  

Blackboard and request 

parents and students to 

do so as well.  Much time 

is spent keeping the site 

as updated as possible.  

If a parent or student is 

unclear as to how to 

access or utilize 

Blackboard, please see 

one of the team teachers.   

   This publication has no 

name right now, and we 

hope to have a student 

contest to name it.  Keep 

your eyes open for 

details to come before 

our next issue! 

   We hope to send this 

publication to our parents 

each month as a positive 

communication tool.  
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Students at the 

Middle School 

were treated to 

the best assembly 

EVER!  

Jon Pritikin of 

Feel the Power 

told his 

compelling story 

of being bullied 

as a child. He 

kept his audience 

of students, 

teachers and 

administrators 

captivated.  

He left everyone 

with a profound 

message of 

treating others 

with kindness 

and dignity. 
Yes, Jon is rolling up a frying 

pan like a burrito! 
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studying the scientific method 

and the metric system.  In 

October we will begin studying 

the characteristics of life.  The 

students will be able to identify 

characteristics that differentiate 

living organisms from non-living 

objects.  The will also be able to 

explain how important 

molecules are used by 

organisms. 

   Many historical eras are 

examined in the Middle School 

social studies classes.  Seventh 

grade focuses on world cultures  

and current events while eighth 

grade covers the history of the 

early Americas. 

   Mr. Paul, Mr. Thompson and 

Mrs. Harris-Crowe are very 

happy to welcome their new 

groups of students to the Middle 

School. In Social Studies this 

year, we will travel the world as 

we learn about culture 

beginning with the Global 

Environment. We will use a 

variety of approaches to 

learning to help you become the 

best Social Studies student you 

can be! As always, the best way 

to check Social Studies 

progress is by using Home 

Access and Blackboard on a 

regular basis. Welcome to 7th 

grade Social Studies. We are 

glad to have you! 

   The Slepak team loves to 
work together! In this case, Mrs. 
Krepin's Reading classes and 
Mrs. Harris-Crowe's Social 
Studies classes created a cross
-curricular experience with the 
reading process. Using an 
article about the 2012 
Presidential Election, the 

children uncovered what 
happens before, during and 
after reading as they reinforced 
the Electoral Map. Great work, 
kids! 

   Mrs. Bartley’s October social 
studies classes will be 
discussing the explorers, early 
American native civilizations, 
and colonization by the French, 
Spanish, and English.  In 
PREAP they will be covering the 
same topics and continuing to 
work on their National History 
Day projects. 

Procedures & Measurement.    

After the completion of the 

decathalon we begin 

investigating motion, forces, 

friction and gravity.  The 

students will be using motion 

detectors with SmartGraph 

lessons to "see" movement on a 

graph. 

   The 7th grade science classes 

began the school year by 

   The Science teachers extend 

a bubbly welcome to the school 

year.  They ask their students to 

please observe all science 

safety rules when they are in a 

lab experience.   

   Eighth grade students will be 

wrapping up their practice of the 

metric system and using 

science tools by participating in 

The Decathalon of Lab 
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Social Studies Charts a Path in History 

Science Starts “Full Steam Ahead” 

coordinates, drawing, and 

deduction in chapter 3.   

   In chapter 4 they will continue  

drawings and be introduced to the 

four congruence transformations - 

reflections, translations, rotations, 

and glide reflections.  

   Construction tools are a must, 

so please make sure your son or 

daughter has a compass and a 

protractor. 

  

   Pre-Algebra with Mrs. Cekella 

will begin a unit on percents.  

Students will be able to write 

number equivalencies for 

decimals, fractions, and percents.  

We will solve percent problems 

using the proportion is/of = 

%/100.  Real world application 

problems, such as sale price, 

sales tax, commission, and 

simple interest, will also be 

solved. 

   Middle School students can 

learn in a wide range of courses 

in Pine-Richland’s Mathematics 

curriculum.   

   Seventh grade will be covering 

integers (negative numbers) this 

month in both pre-algebra and 

math-7.  

   In Geometry, students will be 

learning the terminology and 

basic properties of angles and 

lines and their connections with 

PRMS “Falls” into Mathematics 



Elements and Principles of 

Design and the Pennsylvania 

State Standards for Art 

Education. Students are 

evaluated by the teacher using an 

art assessment rubric. The rubric 

emphasizes classroom effort and 

art techniques taught and 

demonstrated.  

   Things that students must 

know: 

1.      Project Storage Area: 

Each class or student will be 

assigned a folder/Portfolio for art 

project storage. If we are working 

on three-dimensional work (clay 

or Sculpture) we will store them in 

the yellow cabinets. 

2.      Dress: Plan on getting 

messy in class.  Students can 

bring in an old shirt or apron to 

wear. 

3.     Quality: The teachers will 

monitor and assist all students 

during the creative art process. 

Every student is an artist….no 

matter how good or bad they think 

they are……they are expected to 

Why Study Art? 

   Art is all around you, from the 

paintings on the walls of 

museums to the packaging of 

products and designs of cars. Art 

touches our lives every day.  

   Everyone can learn to create 

and appreciate art. Educational 

research has proven that 

participation in art classes 

enhances students’ creativity and 

increases their critical thinking 

and problem solving skills (the 

district STEAM initiative). The 

study of art enables students to 

understand past histories and 

cultures.  

   Art classes offer students many 

opportunities to creatively express 

themselves. In the end, students 

should create art because the act 

of creating is intrinsically 

satisfying and FUN!             

    Art is a nine week course for 

both the 7th and 8th grades. 

Students will engage in both 2D 

and 3 D projects using various 

mediums, always covering the 

produce quality work that 

represents their best effort. 

Writing About Art:  Students will 

assess their learning through 

written reflections or artist 

statements on all projects. This 

kind of personal self evaluation is 

a significant part of improving 

artistic skills. 

Lecture and Discussion Time: 

This is an important part of class. 

Teachers will engage students 

with lectures, demonstrations and 

videos. Often looking at peer or 

teacher generated art projects or 

slides are of great benefit. 

Teachers ask for respectful 

silence during this type of activity. 

A question and answer time will 

follow.  

Clean Up: Cleaning up is a daily 

activity. All students are expected 

to pick up after themselves. No 

student is allowed to leave the art 

room until the room or their area 

is properly cleaned.      

   Mrs. Angeloff and Mr. Joseph 

wish you a wonderfully artistic 

year!                                     

Painting a Scene in Art Class 

grade students in the 

Keyboarding Unified Art rotation 

to take a career self-assessment 

through the Naviance program, 

research interested careers, learn 

about STEAM careers, and 

develop a Microsoft Photo Story.  

Also, counselors will meet with 

students who participate in social 

skills groups.  These students are 

chosen based off of 504 and IEP 

criteria, as well as teacher 

recommendations.   

    

   The Middle School Guidance 

Department would like to 

welcome you to a new year at the 

Middle School.  Mrs. Thomas and 

Mrs. Mullaugh look forward to 

meeting you. 

   The Guidance Counselors will 

be seeing both 8th and 7th grade 

students in the classrooms this 

October.  Counselors will meet 

with 8th grade students during 

their Health class to discuss the 

transition to high school and the 

importance of the 8th grade year.  

Counselors will also meet with 7th 

News from the Guidance Department 
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   October is Football Fever in 

Phys.Ed! Students will be 

reviewing skills such as throwing, 

catching, and running pass 

routes.  Emphasis will be placed 

on learning positions and rules.   

7th Grade students put this 

knowledge to use playing 

Ultimate Football and 8th Grade 

students demonstrate these skills 

in Flag Football!  

have mastered the basic format 

are working to cite specific 

examples from the text.  All 

students are reading on their own!   

   Friday booktalks are underway 

and library visits are frequent. The 

reading staff continues to 

strengthen skills while providing 

opportunities for enjoyable 

reading practice through student 

choice. We're ready for a fantastic 

year! 

   Reading students at PRMS are 

off to a great start!  Both grade 

levels are applying the reading 

process to a variety of texts.     

   Seventh graders are learning 

specific before, during, and after 

reading strategies and eighth 

graders are working to 

individualize the entire process.  

   All students are responding to 

reading using a structured written 

response format.  Students who 

Reading is “Fun”damental  

Physical Education 

negotiation, and cooperation as 

they compete for the top spot.  In 

addition, a group of students will 

have the opportunity to compete 

at the end of October in the 

History Bowl Competition at the 

Heinz History Center. 

   October - Grade 7 and 8 GATE 

students will be competing in an 

online Stock Market Game, where 

they use $100,000 of virtual cash 

to create the best-performing 

portfolio using a live trade 

simulation.  Students work 

together in teams, practice 

leadership, organization, 

GATE Events at PRMS 

Family and Consumer Sciences 

   In 7th grade Family and 

Consumer Sciences (FCS) this 

quarter, students will get an 

introduction to the valuable life 

skills covered by the FCS state 

standard areas of Financial and 

Resource Management, 

Balancing Family, Work, and 

Community Responsibility, Food 

Science and Nutrition, and Child 

Development. 

   Activities include goals and 

decision-making, managing 

resources and time, judging 

quality in textile products, 

machine sewing skills, basic 

child development information, 

applying safety and appropriate 

discipline when babysitting, 

applying MyPlate, kitchen 

equipment and safety, basic 

food preparation, and preparing 

nutritious breakfast foods.  Real-

world application projects include 

the creation of a Back Sack 

project in the sewing laboratory, 

and collaboratively preparing 

various breakfast foods in the 

cooking laboratory. 

   In 8
th
 grade Family and 

Consumer Sciences (FCS) this 

quarter, students will build upon 

the knowledge and skills gained in 

7th grade FCS in the FCS state 

standard areas of Financial and 

Resource Management, 

Balancing Family, Work, and 

Community Responsibility, and 

Food Science and Nutrition. 

   Students will explore career 

options through an interest 

inventory, and will recognize the 

challenges in balancing work and 

family responsibilities through a 

career interview.  Elements of 

interior design will be applied to 

the students’ own bedrooms 

through a housing project.  The 

students will give back to the local 

community by creating and 

donating brightly colored or fun 

patterned pillowcases to 

Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh 

through the ConKerr Cancer “A 

Case for Smiles” sewing project.  

This project also builds skills in 

managing resources and time 

management.  Basic budgeting 

and spending strategies will be 

studied through the money 

management unit.  The foods and 

nutrition unit focuses on nutrition 

and making informed food 

choices.  Ways to make healthy 

substitutions in common recipes 

will be explored.  Students will 

work collaboratively with peers to 

prepare healthy foods in the 

cooking laboratory. 

 Our Middle School Family Welcomes You 
Note to self:  Never 

mess with a principal 

that can rip a phone 

book in half! 



that they like and dislike, as well 
as learn about favorite activities 
of young people in Spanish-
speaking countries.  They will 
be discussing leisure time 
activities with their classmates 
and learning proper vocabulary 
to express agreement and 
disagreement in personalized 
context.  
    

    

 

 

   Next week in French we are 
having a Conjugation Party!!  
Target French is going to have 
a Noun Festival and both 
classes are going to have the 
opportunity to hear a 
presentation from the Honorary 
Consul from France to 
Pittsburgh Jean-Domnique Le 
Garrec who is also a Project 
Director at Westinghouse in 
Cranberry.  He has been a 
friend to PR for the last couple 
of years and will do a 
presentation on the importance 
of continuing learning French 
and how this can benefit you in 
your career and your life.  
Monsieur Le Garrec will be 
visiting us several times this 
year and the presentations will 
be shown on PRTV.  His 
presentation for the High School 
French IV class on France and 
the Euro Crisis can be seen at 
this time.   
     October will be “hauntingly” 
exciting in Spanish class. 
    Students will be using 
infinitives to talk about activities 

November seems like such a long 

way off, but 8th grade English 

teachers are already making 

preparations.  8th grade students 

and the veterans in their lives are 

invited to attend an assembly 

where we hear from soldiers of 

many American wars, including 

an American POW of Nazi 

Germany.  We will be forwarding 

details in the near future. 

   English students also begin to 

perfect the five paragraph essay 

and MLA documentation.  Each 

English teacher covers this form 

in great detail during the first 9 

weeks.  

   In our early weeks, eighth grade 

will be exploring the art of 

persuasion in our Technical 

Writing and Advertising units, 

where students will incorporate 

both creative and technical skills 

into their work.  We will then 

begin to perfect our writing skills 

and style 

   Seventh grade gets off to an 

eloquent start by reviewing and 

applying grammatical skills in 

conjunction with the creation of a 

five paragraph essay. 

 

Foreign Language Affairs 

   The annual Middle School 
fundraiser for 
Animal Friends, Paws in the 
Park, will be October 27th at 
Pine Park from 11:00-1:30. 

   Animal Friends will be 

there with adoptable pets, 

too.   
  Any questions or donations 
can be directed to Kate Pfeifer. 
 
kpfeifer@pinerichland.org. 

   Brown Bag Book Discussion  

BBBD is a group of students 

who love to read and meet in 

the library for lunch once per 

month.  Mrs. Batykefer does not 

assign books!  The students talk 

about the books they have read;  

thus peer to peer 

recommendations, lively 

discussions, new books and 

movies from the books we 

discuss. 

Dates for this year are 

Wednesdays:  Sept 26, Oct 31, 

Nov 28, Dec 19, Jan 30, Feb 

27, March 20, April 24, May 29. 

Contact Mrs. Batykefer if you 

are interested in participating in 

this book-loving group. 

From the Library 

Paws in the Park 

English Prepares 

for Veterans’ Day 

Assembly, Five 

Paragraph Essays, 

and Grammar 
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Adopt 

Me! 


